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A cinquain – which, by the way, is pronounced “sin-cane,” not “sin-kwane” – is a form of poetry
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time. A goalie who saves the ball. Players running everywhere
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You will need the Flash plug-in to see the interactive. Click here to get the plug-in. Cinquain
Examples By YourDictionary A cinquain is a five-line poem that was invented by Adelaide
Crapsey. She was an American poet who took her inspiration from. © english-for-students.com.
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Cinquain poetry is easy and fun for TEENren to write. With just 11 words and 5 short lines, a
cinquain is compact and loaded with descriptive words! Acrostic Poetry . Acrostic Poetry is where
the first letter of each line spells a word, usually using the same words as in the title. Example #1:
Heartbreaking He.
A cinquain is a five-line poem. Reading some cinquain examples will help you to see how this
poetry form works.
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after practice: right foot to left foot, stepping forward and back, to right foot and left foot, and left
foot up to his thigh, holding it on his thigh as he twists around in a . Sep 25, 2001. Getting To
Know Me Cinquain Poems activity was adapted from Laura Candler's Friendship Cinquains
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Short Soccer poems. Read, find, and share short Soccer poems with your friends and family.
These are the best examples of short soccer poems. Apr 17, 2008. Poetry Project By Kyle
Acrostic Couplet Nonsense Cinquain.
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